IT'S ALL HANDS ON DECK WITH
CAT® MARINE PRODUCT SUPPORT.
Whether you're running a single vessel, cruise
liner or an entire fleet, our extensive network of
marine support experts is dedicated to delivering
the power and support you can live by. With over
70 parts distribution centers strategically located
in 24 countries on six continents, your quality
products are never far away. Plus, our welltrained technicians can provide engine advice,
preventive maintenance, and genuine Cat® parts
with a one-year parts warranty to ensure your
solutions don't just arrive quickly, but are also built
to last.
With over 80 years of marine power experience,
Caterpillar can provide the dependable, efficient
service demanded in your extreme working
conditions.

GET WHAT YOU NEED WITH BUNDLED REPAIR KITS
Bundled Repair Kits were created for customization so you get every part you need and
none that you don't. They reduce costs, simplify ordering and eliminate errors. And now
they're even more accessible online.
Cat Bundled Repair Kits are available for 3406, 3408 and 3412 engines with C18 engine
coverage coming soon.

REBUILD YOUR ENGINE WITH REMANUFACTURED
PARTS
Genuine Cat parts built, resurfaced,
updated and inspected to meet our
standards — but sold at a fraction of their
original cost and backed by the full oneyear parts warranty.
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FIND THE RIGHT SOLUTION WITH CAT
Extended Service Coverage (ESC)
The waters are unpredictable but repair costs should never be. Our team offers Extended
Service Coverage (ESC) — a protection plan for your overhauled engine anywhere in the
world. When you invest in ESC, you invest in peace of mind. Find your overhaul solution and
ESC information here.
NEW! 3500 Gasket Kit Coverage
Caterpillar now provides gasket kits for select 3500 engines in marine applications. These
gasket kits offer easy-to-order genuine Cat parts to start your overhaul and allow flexibility to
add components and ESC to complete it. See your dealer for more details.
Tailored Support to Maintain Your Engine
Your biggest investments deserve heavy-duty support. We're here to back your vessel's
engine so the more we know about it, the better we can help. When you safely register your
Cat engine model with us, we'll tailor specific resources, solutions and offers to match it.
Select one of three offers when you register: a free oil analysis, Operation and Maintenance
Manual, or schedule a visual engine inspection – each designed to help you maintain the
engine you rely on every day.

>> Visit the Cat Marine Customer Support Center
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